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“Germany is the largest European market for senior
housing” immobilienmanager sprach mit Francesco Sparaco, Geschäftsführer
von Threestones Capital – auf Englisch.
immobilienmanager: Retirement homes in Germany compete with conventional
homesupgraded for the needs of elderly people. Why is this sector attractive
forinvestments?
Francesco Sparaco: German population is ageing rapidly and life expectancy is

increasing. Consequently, patients with need of nursing care will rise by 30% by
2020, 50% by 2030 and 100% by 2050. More and more elderly are living in nursing
homes (Inpatient care) or cared at home by professionals (Outpatient) while the
number of elderly receiving care from relatives is declining for multiple reasons such
as: increasing women’s job activity, an increasing number of senior citizens having
no children, and, last but not least, children are no longer living in proximity of their
parents:
immobilienmanager: Why do you invest in Germany?
Francesco Sparaco: I believe Germany is generally one of the most attractive Real
Estate environments in Europe thanks to its economic stability and still relatively low
prices. With 800.000 beds, Germany is the largest European market for senior
housing and it is by far the most efficiently regulated and Government supported one,
thanks to its social system that still covers a significant portion of nursing care costs.
In addition, the sector is uncorrelated with GDP offering investors reasonable
returns and very low volatility even during economic downturns. Historically, during
the last years, not only the senior housing sector is growing faster than GDP, but
also the correlation with GDP is practically zero.
immobilienmanager: Where does the equity of the TSC funds come from?
Francesco Sparaco: Our strategy is to create niche real estate products focused on
stable risk-adjusted returns in order to offer our clients a good diversification for their
investments. Our products attract a wide range of clients, from large institutional
investors to HNWIs, who are more and more appreciating our focused and
transparent investment strategy. Threestones Capital is still a small and young fund
management company but it is growing rapidly and getting known in its market,
especially amongst European investors.
immobilienmanager: Why did you chose a “Luxembourg construction” for the fund?
Francesco Sparaco: Luxembourg is an efficient and well-regulated environment for
Private Equity funds and the European fund management industry is going towards
European harmonization. Luxembourg is currently the most important place for funds
in Europe and probably the 2nd one in the world and has a solid reputation for fund
management. In addition ,Luxembourg is in Europe, where most of our clients come
from and where we are currently focusing our Real Estate investments.
immobilienmanager: TSC wants to become market leader in the sector of
retirementhomes and rest homes (Pflegeheime) in Germany. How would you

describe the competitive environment?
Francesco Sparaco: The fund aims to create a quality and stable portfolio of
German retirement home properties that performs reasonably. This is what our
clients expect from us regardless of the size of the fund. Nevertheless, our target is
to reach 20 selected properties by the end of 2012 if market conditions will still
enable us to realize the investment strategy. German senior housing market is still
very fragmented with the largest 25 operators having less than 20% market share but
it is moving to higher integration, consolidation, and privatization. In this complex
environment, Real Estate institutional investors have to deal with the lack of large
portfolios available in the market and face difficulties in investing sizeable amounts of
equity in a reasonable period of time. Most of them are not focused on this particular
and niche asset class; rather, they invest in “health care” real estate as a global real
estate asset class, where retirement homes are typically only a small portion of their
portfolios, and most of the time not only in Germany. TSC German Property Income
Fund does not compete with large scale institutional investors or other funds but
rather positions itself a “niche” player investing only in retirement home properties
and only in Germany. The fund is able to execute this strategy thanks to our
experience and knowledge of this particular market where the total volume of real
estate transactions in 2010 was estimated to only EUR 400 million.
immobilienmanager: TSC says all acquired objects in Germany are situated
ineconomically successful and stable regions. Wetzlar for instance is notknown for
being too successful in economic terms. Which criteria andbenchmarks guide your
investments.
Francesco Sparaco: We look for properties that fulfill our investment criteria. We
basically have 3 key investment indicators: quality of the building, operator (tenant),
and location. This starts from the size, quality, and age of the target property.
According to our experience, a successful retirement home should not be too small
neither too big. Thus, we select properties whose size ranges from 70 to 130 beds. In
addition, we pay a lot of attention to the quality of the building. It must be relatively
new or recently renovated and should fit the modern trends of the market, complying
with the latest industry standards and the ever-changing tastes of patients. For
example, residents are more and more willing to stay in single rooms rather than
doubles. However, the operator is what ultimately makes such a property a good or
a bad Real Estate investment and strongly drives our investment choices. We select
deals whose lease terms have a minimum duration of 20 years. Consequently, we
pay a lot of attention to the quality of our tenants, who do not have to be necessarily
of big size. Other than a minimum size, our target tenants have to show quality of
facilities and services, financial solidity, very high occupancy rates, and positive

expansion plans. Location, of course, is also an important criterion guiding our
investment strategy. We focus our investments on regions where the demand for
nursing care is expected to grow and local competition is relatively lower than the
one in other German regions. Of course, economic stability and private wealth are
important factors too. Wetzlar is part of the Lahn-Dill-district with 260.000 inhabitants,
of which 5.3% are above the age of 80, higher than average in Germany (5.0%).
Unemployment rate in the district is lower than national average. Last but not least,
this property is leased for 25 years to a well-known and reliable German operator
and is currently 100% occupied with waiting list.
Das Gespräch führte Markus Gerharz.	
  

